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CBAs have become a standard part of the
Government toolkit
•

NSW has a goal of subjecting all capital projects over $10 million to a benefit cost
ratio assessment.

•

We have been improving on this measure since 2010-11.

•

In 2013-14 CBAs were conducted for 46 new capital projects in NSW

•

88 per cent of projects were assessed using CBA or CEA appraisals.
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CBAs are decision making tools, not decision
making rules
•
•
•

CBAs are a key tool for selecting and prioritising investment projects.
However, funding should not be allocated solely on the basis of a CBA.
CBAs are one input of many in the decision making process.
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Transparency is important…

But public reliance on CBAs can be exaggerated
NEWS HEADLINES
Victorian Government misses deadline to release business
case for Westgate Distributor project

Canberra to keep East West Link business case secret
Call for full release of ACT Government's light rail
business case

Australia's Senate demands access to NBN
business case that doesn't exist

Senate demands Federal Government release
East West Link business case

Parramatta Road traffic will increase under WestConnex,
study shows
PM’s infrastructure plan failing growth and cost-benefit goals

Cost-benefit analysis urged for all infrastructure projects over $1 billion
ECONOMIC THEORY TRUMPS REAL WORLD
SENSE IN NBN REVIEWS

No cost-benefit for Qld Government tower

Origination of proposals is important and complex

Infinite possibilities and ideas
Planning / Advocacy
Definition of needs & options
Early Analysis
Strategic merit test
Final CBA &
Optimisation

Decision

NorthConnex took 13 years between the initial
concept and start of construction
• 2002 – the Australian Government commissioned the F3 to Sydney Orbital Link Study
• 2004 – SKM completed the Study.
• 2007 – review of the 2004 Study. SKM’s preferred route was endorsed.
• 2012 – the proposal was submitted by Transurban Limited.
• 2013/2014 – the proposal was developed and evaluated.
• 2015 – planning consent, financial and contractual close.
• 2019 – open to traffic.

CBA is a process, not an event
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Detailed design of initiatives relies heavily on CBA
•

There are cases where options within a wider initiative are genuinely contestable.

•

CBAs often form the basis for determining the best sub-option.

•

Preliminary studies on Newcastle Light Rail examined different route alignment
and stop options.

Newcastle light rail – three initial options

Stage 3 of WestConnex – alignment and Western Harbour Tunnel

CBAs deliver most where they…
Start early and progress incrementally
Articulate the benefits and costs that matter to stakeholders
Are not considered in isolation outside of Government objectives
Are used to select between options
Are used to improve options – solve for a positive outcome
Are independently reviewed
Are part of positive policy making culture – professionalism and candour

